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On behalf of the IGS Board, I am pleased to present  
my 2020 report.

While the COVID-19 global pandemic presented 
unprecedented challenges for every organisation in 2020, 
for International Grammar School (IGS), the inherent 
culture of innovation combined with sound governance 
structures allowed us to continue our trajectory of robust 
growth and exciting improvements to the campus and 
academic program but not, of course, without many 
adjustments and re-focusing in terms of our usual 
School programs. I take this opportunity to thank and 
congratulate IGS Principal Shauna Colnan for her inspiring 
leadership, as I thank every member of her team for their 
professionalism and dedication, and every member of 
our community – students and families particularly – for 
their flexibility throughout 2020 as we rapidly adjusted 
routines and plans to enhance safety throughout the year. 

Our swift transition to the IGS Off-Campus Learning 
Program during the mandatory NSW lockdown in the 
early part of 2020 demonstrated the School’s resilience 
and the creativity and flexibility of our community, 
students and their families and teachers. High levels 
of parent satisfaction with the School’s Off-Campus 
Learning program were demonstrated in an independent 
survey carried out by school stakeholder research and 
performance benchmarking specialists MMG Education 
after the lockdown. We were very pleased to see that 
parents gave very high scores in the area of teaching 
resources, high scores in the areas of communications, 
student wellbeing and adjustment to home-based 
learning, and very high levels of satisfaction across all 
year groups with communication and teaching resources. 

It is indeed gratifying that the vibrant vision of the late 
founder of IGS, Professor Reg St Leon OAM, of a bilingual 
education for students aged three to 18, continued to 
resonate, despite the many challenges presented by the 
pandemic. Some regular events, such as subject and 
instrument selection and parent and teacher meetings 
moved online, while others, such as excursions, were 
paused, with other learning opportunities substituted. 
The Kindergarten to Year 2, Year 6 and Year 12 graduation 
assemblies were live-streamed to ensure families could 
safely enjoy these well-earned rites of passage; and 
Speech Night was attended by socially distanced families 
of Year 12 graduates and prize winners, and live streamed 
to the rest of the IGS community.

I would like to congratulate the graduating Class of 2020 
and the accelerated Year 11 students on their HSC results, 
all the more impressive given the restrictions of the year. 
Among the fine results, a Year 11 student achieved second 
in the State in Italian Extension and fifth in the State in 
Italian Continuers, a Year 12 student achieved third in the 
state in Italian Extension, another achieved fourth in the 
State in Aboriginal Studies, another was named in the 
prestigious all-round achievers list for receiving 90 per 
cent in at least 10 units, and IGS students received 94 
Honourable Mentions for the distinguished achievement 
of 90 per cent or above. 100 per cent of students 
studying English Extension 1, Chinese Continuers, 
German Extension, Italian Extension, Japanese Extension, 
Spanish Continuers and Spanish Extension achieved in 
the top two bands. In the School’s third year of offering 
Aboriginal Studies, candidates performed at 16.97 per 
cent above the State mean, with 65 per cent of students 
achieving 90 or more. Students achieved 15 nominations 
for HSC showcases for exemplary Major Projects in 
Design and Technology, Drama, Music and Visual Arts. 
We were grateful that our students’ Major Works were 
broadcast to our community in innovative ways, given the 
prohibition of our customary live exhibitions of learning. 

It is commendable that campus improvements envisioned 
under the School’s Strategic Plan Into the World 2016-
2020 continued, most notably with the completion of 
the magnificent IGS Centre for the Dramatic Arts and the 
IGS Bibliothèque; and the commencement of a dedicated 
Year 6 Centre. And wonderful to see curriculum 
expansion also continued, with Philosophy extended from 
Years 7 and 8 to Years 5 and 6 and Year 9 cohorts.

Despite our decision not to hold a Giving Day during 
2020, we were pleased to receive a number of welcome 
donations. Two supported the worthy IGS Indigenous 
Scholarship Program which provides for the education  
of 23 Indigenous scholars at IGS from Kindergarten 
to Year 12 each year, while two additional gifts 
complemented the Bibliothèque collection. We are 
grateful for all the support IGS receives. It is particularly 
gratifying to report on the sound financial position of 
IGS, including sufficient reserves to deliver its strategic 
initiatives. Despite the many challenges of COVID-19, 
working capital remained strong as the School 
progressed its plans for careful growth and  
addressing risks.

A Message from the Chair

Welcome

The Board and its Committees met on four occasions 
during 2020, the first in Term 1 on campus, and 
subsequently via Zoom, but this simple record 
of formal Meetings bears little relationship to the 
degree of involvement and interaction of Directors 
with our wonderful School Leadership Team through 
the challenges of 2020. At times, there were daily 
interactions, as crucial decisions were made to respond to 
health and government directives. Board Risk Committee 
members regularly discussed risk management in 
response to COVID-19, and Directors also discussed online 
teaching and the transition to remote working conditions. 
Due to opportunities that allowed us to continue with our 
campus improvements, the Board’s Building, Finance and 
Strategy Committee (BFSC) held a number of property 
inspections and discussions and met multiple times 
through the year.

DIRECTORS’ MEETINGS Committees Number eligible  
to attend

Number 

attended

Dr Marie Leech All 16 16

Ms Rita Fin Risk Committee 8 8

Ms Elizabeth Grady Remuneration and Nomination Committee (RNC) 8 7

Prof Lesley Harbon Risk Committee 8 8

Mr Michael Heenan Building, Finance and Strategy Committee (BFSC) 8 8

Ms Dyranda Hortle Risk Committee 8 5

Mr Jim Meynink BFSC 8 8

Mr Vince Tropiano BFSC, RNC 8 11

Ms Judith Waldock Risk Committee, RNC 12 11

Board committee meetings (in person or via Zoom) and attendance 2020

Ms Elizabeth Grady

Ms Rita Finn Ms Judith Waldock Mr Vince Tropiano

Professor Lesley Harbon

Mr Michael HeenanDr Marie Leech

The challenges of 2020 clearly showed the importance of 
strong governance and management teams. Our Principal 
and her team worked tirelessly to continue the wonderful 
IGS tradition. And I sincerely thank our Board Directors 
for their ongoing dedication and strong support for IGS 
during an extraordinary year.

Dr Marie Leech 
IGS School Board Chair 2020

Ms Dyranda Hortle Mr Jim Meynink
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Reg, with his burning desire to take the project further, 
invited Manuela and Till to a meeting at the home of a 
German professor. Isabel and Karl St Leon were there at 
that historic meeting. Reg asked the Bachmanns whether 
they would like to amalgamate the ballet school with the 
language school to form a new school called International 
Grammar School, Sydney. They said yes, and the rest is 
history. 

At the conclusion of a year of intense challenges and 
achievements, it was fitting to take this broader look 
at our School’s 36-year history. We were delighted that 
Manuela and Till’s son Felix attended in person to help us 
publicly recognise and thank Manuela for her profound 
contributions to our School since its inception.

  

Shauna Colnan 
Principal

Imagination

During 2020 we read picture books to our students. 
One book was Imagine a Place! Year 5 student, Caspar 
Wong wrote to me about his imagined place. I will always 
treasure the breathless beauty of Caspar’s description 
of the sea. It reminded me of Gerard Manley Hopkins’ 
Nothing is so beautiful as Spring.

Learning and achievement

At the pinnacle of our students’ creative endeavours 
were the Major Works of our Year 12 students. They are 
profound, artful, fine. As this generation moves into their 
adult lives, we’ll be in good hands. Their goodness, their 
agency and their creative firepower will be a salve for a 
troubled world. 

Students also took up the challenge to research and write 
about the global ramifications of COVID-19 for the 2020 
Global Scholar’s Prize. 

The prize-winning essay by Sebastian Saltos Palmer 
is a prescient work springing from an incisive intellect 
as he speculates about the geopolitical impact of the 
pandemic, focusing on the global trade market. 

Reimagining and redesigning our campus

In 2020 we opened the IGS Bibliothèque and The Centre 
for the Dramatic Arts. These are productive new learning 
spaces, enhancing the experience of school for our 
students. 

Honouring the past

At Speech Night, we congratulated Manuela Bachmann, 
Coordinator of After Care for 20 years and “other mum” 
to generations of students. Manuela and her husband, 
the brilliant Till Bachmann, had been teaching ballet to 
students at the same time as the now late Reg St Leon 
OAM had launched his experimental bilingual program at 
Paddington Public School. 

In 2020 we saw with sharp clarity the essential role that 
schools play in our society and in the life of a child and 
a family. We also saw that a school like ours, with all its 
energy and optimism, can lift us up. It can also wrap itself 
around us with warmth and kindness.

Collaborate!

January 2020. We began the year with a staff conference 
and a sense of excitement about the year ahead. Our goal 
was COLLABORATE! capital letters, exclamation mark. 
We wanted to create a sense of dynamism around what it 
might mean to collaborate and what the benefits for our 
students might be if we could step it up and take it further.  

We would collaborate with more intensity than we had 
before, for the benefit of our students. That was to be  
our goal. 

Meanwhile, a story about a new virus was circulating. 
Strange new words marked the new normal as students 
arrived for the new school year. COVID-19, social 
distancing, contact tracing, lockdown, deep cleaning, 
pandemic plan, COVID evacuation, 20-second hand wash, 
mask wearing, the four-square metre rule, Zoom, elbow 
bump. We were changing and we were changing rapidly. 
And so this remarkable journey began. 

Throughout February we learned as much as we could 
about the virus and its implications for school. By March, 
more IGS students were at home than were at school.

Off Campus Learning Program

On 26 March with only 92 students on campus, well 
over a thousand students at home, and teachers in an 
unsustainable situation, teaching in the classroom and 
remotely at the same time, we decided to take learning 
home. We reimagined schooling at breakneck speed, 
and with the support of our students and our parents, 
we did it in a week. All of us. And so the IGS Off-Campus 
Learning Program was born. 

Meeting our students via Zoom for the first time was  
a whole new experience. Michelle Weir put it like this:  
“I will never forget my first Zoom meeting with my class. 
Twenty-five little faces appeared on my screen in my 
study at home and it was at that moment that it became 
very real for me. I felt a huge sense of emotion as I looked 
into my students’ eyes. I could see there was a bit of 
excitement of the new reality but also uncertainty as they 
looked to me to guide them through this experience.” 

A word about my colleagues

Over this strange time, I watched them put aside 
their worries for themselves and their families as they 
selflessly collaborated with a collective energy that 
was astonishing… COLLABORATE! capital letters, 
exclamation mark. 

IGS parents sent warm words, flowers, cupcakes, morning 
teas and lunches to keep us going. The community was 
magnificent. Unity Through Diversity. Meanwhile, the 
fierce protective instincts of teachers for their students’ 
learning carried us through.

We’re using technology with more creativity but we also 
value more than ever the contest of ideas and classroom 
discussions. As one of our primary students told me  
when he returned to school after lockdown, “I like real  
life better”. 

At the heart of our efforts are our students. They’re 
curious and philosophical about the world. They’re open 
to new experiences. They took it all in their stride and we 
are so proud of them. They have continued to learn and 
grow. And their creative work took on an awe-inspiring 
transcendent power. 

A Message from the Principal

Welcome

At the heart of our efforts are 
our students. They’re curious and 
philosophical about the world.  
They’re open to new experiences.
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We started 2020 with record setting bushfires in Australia 
of a size and ferocity that climate scientists had been 
predicting for many years now. This was followed by the 
“unprecedented pandemic” crisis. If the US election is 
anything to go by, then democracy is teetering on the 
edge of collapse, and oh yes, our largest trading partner 
China seems to dislike Australia these days. In short, 
climate, politics, pandemics or even whether pineapple 
belongs on pizza seem to indicate that the world has 
more challenges than ever. 

However, at the same time, the world seems more 
divided than ever. So how do we at IGS prepare to make 
a contribution to resolving these big challenges? How 
does studying for an English test or participating in co-
curricular activities help prepare us? 

These day-to-day activities can be so consuming that 
we forget to notice the big picture, which at IGS, literally 
stares us in the face… Unity. The only way we will be able 
to address any of these big and divisive challenges is 
through unity. 

Just like the Belgian horses, which when working in a pair 
can pull four times what they can pull on their own, unity 
is the only way we can maintain momentum and make 
a significant positive impact on our world. By working 
together, the changes we make can be everlasting.

We have learned to unite together over many things at 
IGS. We fundraised and collected donations for countless 
organisations. We have embarked on adventures from 
Red Earth to Antipodeans in order to expand our world 
views and venture into new and unfamiliar places.

And we have worked together to raise awareness for 
issues that we are passionate about.

I want to thank everyone who has made my past 14 years 
so enjoyable; the teachers, for working so hard and being 
able to so quickly shift your teaching environment in 
2020, to provide the best opportunity possible for us to 
learn, despite the initial difficulties you faced.

The life lessons this school community has and will 
continue to teach are endless. So, to those who are in 
younger years, I recommend that you keep your ears 
open and pay attention to the extremely knowledgeable 
and passionate people around you. They will be your 
guiding light.

2020 Head Boy  
Parker Floris

NB: This is a condensed version of Parker’s 2020 Speech Night address. 

Reflections from the Head Boy Reflections from the Head Girl

So, unity must be our answer to these 
big life challenges. Unity Through 
Diversity; love over fear; no left nor 
right, just one “us”. More than anything, 
this is what my years at IGS have  
taught me.

I will always remember the rush of my very first ArtsFest 

and the first time I heard the final note of the School song, 

sung in all its glory. 

I remember the fateful lunchtime my best friend and I 

attended our first Girl Up club.

2020 was a year like no other, of suffering, heartache  

and hope. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we were willing to put 

our entire lives on hold just to protect the people we love. 

Day after day, we quarantined in our homes in the hopes 

that the people closest to us would be safe. There was an 

abundance of care and warmth even with no date or finish 

line to look to.

I remember the first day we came back to School, the 

familiarity of our warm and supportive community and the 

smiles of our well rested friends and excited teachers.

I think I cried... twice. But that wasn’t just because I was 

overwhelmed, they were tears of relief.

Relief that IGS would always be there, no matter what. 

For me, it has always been an oasis from our chaotic 

surroundings. And inside it, there would always be people 

that inspire and crave knowledge; whiteboards filled to the 

edges with the ideas and imaginations of students; and 

teachers willing to validate and write them down.

My experience as Head Girl was unique. I had the 

opportunity to be a role model for how to act in this 

environment of such ambiguity, a position both challenging 

and empowering. Being a woman in leadership comes with 

its own set of obstacles.

I can’t even begin to thank this School for what it has done 

for me. Thank you to my empowering teachers, who have 

guided me to find my passions and encouraged me to 

succeed. Thank you to the amazing Class of 2020. Although 

notoriously political and maybe at times slightly difficult, I 

would not trade you for the world. We’ve had it pretty tough 

but I am so proud of how we’ve turned out and what we’ve 

managed to achieve, separately and together.

2020 Head Girl  
Astrid McKinley

NB: This is a condensed version of Astrid’s 2020 Speech Night address. 
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During 2020, the IGS parent and carer volunteers did 
their best to support the students, staff and teachers 
through a challenging and disrupted year. This involved 
adapting and modifying activities, as well as acts 
of gratitude for the extraordinary efforts staff and 
teachers applied to support the students at IGS.

2020 began “as normal” with a Rue Kelly secondhand 
uniform market raising over $2,000 for the Wheen Bee 
Foundation. This was in conjunction with the School’s 
fundraising for the Australian Red Cross after the 
devastating bushfires.

The School worked with the PTF to host the Welcome 
to Parents and Caregivers evening on the east roof. 
This event brings parents, teachers and staff together 
and helps to consolidate a very important relationship. 
The essence of the IGS Community is the willingness of 
parents, teachers and staff to come together to support 
the students. It lies at the heart of the PTF.

The first PTF Committee meeting for 2020 was held 
on campus in the Harvard Rooms to prepare for the 
year ahead. 70 parents and carers volunteered to act as 
Reps for their year groups across the School.

Support

The PTF arranged and funded the printing of name 
signs for each student in the Primary School to assist 
staff and parents at drive-by “pick up” in the afternoon. 
We estimate 570 drive-by name signs were printed, 
packaged and delivered to each Primary School home 
class. Approximately 50 hours of volunteer hours were 
applied and printing costs of $550 incurred.

Message from the PTF

PTF Sustainability Coordinator Karen Roberts and 
dedicated parent volunteers ran a virtual Rue Kelly second 
hand uniform sale with 60 families submitting orders.  
In Term 4, Karen and her team ran a COVID-safe Rue  
Kelly sale. 

All PTF activities and events were cancelled on and from 
13 March, other than PTF Committee meetings which 
continued via Zoom. Special thanks to Cressida Pollack and 
Kim Thomas, PTF Disco Co-ordinators, and their amazing 
team of parent volunteers who organised the 2020 Primary 
Disco that was cancelled.

Initiatives

The PTF Committee approved an annual subscription to 
“The Sustainable School Shop” website. 

The PTF funded cupcakes and fruit platters for the World 
Teachers Day event.

Primary PTF Rep Co-ordinators, Liz Dinh and Barbara 
Karakassidis, oversaw the end of the year gift giving 
process for all Primary teachers including Home Class, 
Language, Music, PDHPE, Sport and Bibliothèque teams.

My wholehearted thanks to the 2020 PTF Committee and 
all the parent and carer volunteers who, on top of all the 
challenges and hardships, chose to contribute some of 
their time to the School community.

I would like to thank two key PTF Committee members 
who finished their service to the School community in 
2020, Lost Property Coordinator Carmel Kanaley, and Rep 
Coordinator and Secretary Liz Dinh.

Welcome

At the start of 2020, the PTF was invited to support 
Connecting Communities Australia’s (CCA) Schools 
Walking Together Program. This was a very exciting 
initiative which was intended to bring 20 children from 
Goodooga Central School to Sydney for a week. Due to 
COVID restrictions, the program did not proceed.

Other notable ways the PTF supported the  
School in 2020

The PTF Committee organised gifts of appreciation on 
behalf of all IGS families to thank the staff and teachers. 
Early in Term 3, 200 tubes of MooGoo natural repair 
moisturiser were delivered to the School with a message of 
thanks for all the extra work going on behind the scenes to 
support the students. 

The 2020 commemorative tea towel project went ahead 
with the support of staff and teachers in Transition, 
Kindergarten, and Years 3, 6 and 12.

PTF Communications Coordinator Julian Oppen continued 
to work with Director of Media and Communications Alison 
Handmer and representatives from IGNITE to discuss 
improvements to online parent communication.

The PTF was involved in organising the very first music 
tour by a student orchestra from Germany. The purpose 
of their visit was to collaborate with IGS music students, 
participate in performances and gain new cultural 
experiences. Due to COVID restrictions, the music tour did 
not proceed.

The PTF Committee would like to thank Head of Campus 
Administration Brittney Wedd and the team at Reception 
for overseeing the sorting and distribution of lost property 
items during 2020. 

Andrea Belunek  
2019 PTF President
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School’s growth and history of premises

IGS opened in 1984 in the Stanley Street premises of the 
Little Sisters of the Poor, Randwick, with 44 students 
ranging from Kindergarten to Year 11. By the end of that 
first year, there were 123 students and by first term in 
1985 enrolments had grown to 231.

Several years later, having lost the lease at Randwick, 
the School moved to the old Elizabeth Arden cosmetics 
factory in Riley Street, Surry Hills. The old buildings were 
converted into a school in the space of six weeks. With 
expanding enrolments and the need for specialised 
High School teaching facilities, additional space was 
needed, and from 1990 to 1994 premises in Balmain were 
employed as a Senior High School, accommodating Years 
11 and 12.

In 1995, the High School moved to a temporary site in 
Mountain Street, Ultimo and in 1997, the whole School 
moved to our current premises, constructed on the 
historic site of the Dalgety Wool store in Kelly Street, 
Ultimo.

The architects sought a spectacular and colourful design 
appropriate for the School’s city location, incorporating 
its historical facade with the modern aesthetics of the 
building. In 2005, the School opened the Senior Annexe 

About International Grammar School

IGS is a local school with a global outlook and 
is equipping our students to be world ready. 

IGS was founded by the late Reginald St Leon OAM in 1984. His vision was to 
create a school based on bilingual immersion, diversity and acceptance.

in a converted warehouse building in Mountain Street, 
very close to the Kelly Street building. This enabled us to 
introduce new learning spaces and opportunities across 
the full range of school activities.

The Kerrie Murphy building at 1 Macarthur Street, 
adjacent to the Kelly Street campus, was constructed and 
opened in 2011 under the Federal Government’s Building 
the Education Revolution (BER) program, with four levels, 
including a ground floor gym. In May 2015, IGS acquired 
77 and 79 Bay Street into which a Senior Art Studio and 
the Community Relations Directorate relocated in 2017. In 
2019, the upper floor of 77 Bay Street was upgraded to 
create meeting spaces and in 2020, it became the new 
Business Office while the ground floor of 77 Bay Street 
was converted into a classroom.

Under the School’s strategic plan Into the World 2016- 
2020, a number of teaching and learning spaces are 
being reimagined and modernised to reflect the changing 
needs of the School. Continuing improvements to the IGS 
Campus, 2019 saw the completion of the Imaginarium, 
Literarium, Counselling and Wellbeing Suite, and the 
Global Learning Centre for the Teaching and Learning 
of Languages. 2020 saw the completion of the Centre 
for the Dramatic Arts, and the IGS Bibliothèque, which 
features two levels of resource, teaching and learning 
spaces for IGS students from Preschool to Year 12.

Student population

At the end of Term 4 2020, there were 1,278.4 full 
time enrolments comprising 635 Senior (high) School 
students; 553 Junior (primary) School students; and 
99.4 full time equivalent enrolments in Early Learning, 
comprising 150 three to five year olds.

Twenty-four Indigenous students (1.86 per cent of the 
school population) were enrolled across the School. 

46 per cent of the student population was female and  
54 per cent male. Of all students from Preschool to  
Year 12, 23 per cent lived in households where English  
is not the first or home language and where more than 
one language is spoken.

Ethical framework 

The ethical framework at IGS is grounded in the core 
values of diversity, personal achievement, connectedness, 
authenticity and vibrancy. The School is secular and 
welcomes people from all backgrounds. 

The School prides itself on its high levels of cooperation, 
support and compassion, as expressed in relationships 
between the diverse group of students, staff, families and 
friends who make up our community. When students are 
safe, happy and challenged, they grow. 

At IGS, students have the opportunity to blossom from 
Preschool to the end of their secondary schooling. 
All students are treated with respect and they are 
encouraged to set their own goals and directions. 

Our academic results, at the end of Year 12, are 
consistently impressive. It is the individuals – their 
character, maturity and integrity – who speak most 
strongly for our School. 

International Grammar School (IGS) is a non-selective, 
co-educational, secular, inner-city, independent school 
providing education from Preschool through to Year 12. The 
School has a special focus on languages education and 
delivers classes in six languages in addition to English.

IGS is a local school with a global outlook and is 
equipping our students to be world ready. The School 
occupies a unique position on the landscape of 
independent schools in Sydney. Since the doors of our 
School first opened in February 1984, we have grown 
from an initial enrolment of 44 students to 1,278 students 
from Preschool to Year 12 in 2020.

The School’s campus in Ultimo is on the cosmopolitan, 
creative, entrepreneurial and education western fringe of 
Sydney’s CBD, close to the University of Sydney, Notre 
Dame and UTS. 

The founding Principal, the late Reginald St Leon OAM, 
who was awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia in 
June 2017 for his service to the multicultural community, 
and to education, died on 1 March 2019 at the age of 90. 
IGS was founded with the values of diversity, personal 
achievement, connectedness, vibrancy and authenticity, 
in keeping with our motto Unity Through Diversity and 
commitment to bilingual immersion.

About IGS
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Relationships and connections beyond the School 

With languages at the heart of an IGS education, the 
restrictions on international travel did not stop the 
School’s global focus.

The School continued to celebrate the various languages 
taught at IGS through interculturel and academic 
experiences that remained safe for our students and 
community. 

Year 6 Language students deepened their understanding 
at the Language Immersion Day. 

Year 9 Japanese students participated in an online 
exchange experience with students from Tamagawa 
Academy, an IGS sister school in Tokyo. In this virtual 
unit, students exchanged presentations about their lives, 
schools and cities in both Japanese and English.

Renowned saxophonist and piano brother and sister Duo 
Leung mentored students as IGS Artists in Residence.

Our Indigenous journey continued as the School engaged 
again with Koori Club.

Year 5 students met with students from Goodooga 
School in Northwestern NSW via Zoom. Students 
participated in a Science project, where they created 
sustainable containers for the students, and filled them 
with stationary and letters. Students also learnt songs in 
the Yuwaalaraay language.

In celebration of international cuisines, the PTF organised 
a collection of recipes from the IGS community titled 
“Together Apart with Food”.

Observance of special days such as R U OK Day?, the 
National Day Against Bullying and Violence, Harmony 
Day, Wear it Purple Day, B Kinder Day, World Kindness 
Day, Love Your Body Week, and Walk Safely to School 
Day encouraged wellbeing, while teachers and staff were 
celebrated during World Teachers Day. 

The IGS Community observed Remembrance Day, 
and NAIDOC Week was celebrated across the School. 
Australian Reading Hour celebrated the joys of reading,  
and students supported the Black Lives Matter Movement 
by dressing in the colours of yellow, red and black.

The school participated in sustainability initiatives 
including Park it for the Planet. IGS conducted a  
waste audit and a Sustainability Roundtable. IGS Teacher 
Carmelo Fedele was appointed Head of Sustainability  
in 2020.

IGS in the news

Follower numbers grew steadily on the IGS Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Instagram and Twitter channels, reflecting a 
strong and engaged community.

Highlights of 2020
Campus, curriculum and community enhancements

Under the Strategic Plan Into the World 2016-2020, 
exciting new spaces have emerged through the 
reimagining of our campus. 

Following the opening of the Global Learning Centre for 
the Teaching and Learning of Languages in the iconic 
Kerrie Murphy Building and the Imaginarium in the Wright 
Building in 2019, along with a new Counsellors’ Suite and 
the Literarium in the Reg St Leon Building in Kelly Street, 
the new Centre for Dramatic Arts and the Bibliothèque, 
two levels of resource, teaching and learning spaces, was 
unveiled in 2020.

The School transitioned to the IGS Off-Campus Learning 
Program in 2020 during the NSW lockdown. Teachers 
and staff explored alternative ways to immerse students 
in their subjects while learning from home.

Following further curriculum developments in 2019, 
during which Chinese was rolled into Transition and 
Philosophy rolled out to Year 8. In 2020, a new senior 
course, Critical Thinking for the 21st Century was 
developed for Years 9 and 10 in 2020.

About IGS

Under the Strategic Plan Into the World 2016-
2020, exciting new spaces have emerged 
through the reimagining of our campus. 

Young Entrepreneurs Day
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The IGS community joined together for a Samba Party 
with musician John Morrison. Students, parents and 
teachers came together to play music on recycled 
materials, clapping, pots and pans, glasses, lunch boxes, 
spoons and percussion instruments.

Following a successful trial in 2019, Annandale Grove 
Care Community and IGS participated in a unique 
intergenerational program in 2020, called the Seniors 
and Teens Empathy program (STEP). A number of IGS 
students brightened the lives of participants through the 
virtual meetings.

A community initiative, called the Gratitude Project, 
created an opportunity for students, staff and parents to 
thank and celebrate hospital staff and other healthcare 
workers, in a special video.

Ahead of Easter, the IGS community made a special 
delivery of treats to the Sydney Children’s Hospital in 
Randwick.

Co-curricular and other opportunities

Primary Students celebrated Book Week by dressing up 
as a book character for a mini parade in their class. The 
Bibliothèque hosted a Virtual Book Fair with a number of 
books ordered online.

Students showed their passion for climate change 
by participating in a waste audit and a Sustainability 
Roundtable. It created a foundation to begin deeper 
action towards a more sustainable School.

While learning took place remotely, students participated 
in the IGS Off-Screen Challenge, where they shared their 
ideas for things to do away from the computer.

During COVID-19 restrictions, the PDHPE Department 
launched the 1000 Point Challenge, a platform that 
offered a wide range of additional opportunities for 
physical, skill-based and wellbeing activities.

External academic competitions

In the Primary School many students participated 
in the WriteOn Competition, Dorothea MacKellar 
Poetry Competition, Maths Olympiad, Bebras Digital 
Computation Challenge, UNSW ICAS, Gateways Online 
and a Gateways Maths Challenge.

In the High School students participated in the Australian 
Geography Competition and Elective commerce 
Australian Stock Market Exchange Game. 

Some highlights in external sporting competitions

Due to COVID-19 restrictions and the cancellation of 
many events during 2020, students were unable to 
compete in many external sporting events.

Primary School

• One student was named in the CIS AFL team

High School

• One students was named in the CDSSA Junior 
Basketball team

• One student was a CDSSA Senior Basketball 
Representative

• One student was a CIS Cricket Representative

• One student was a AICES Tennis Representative

• Two students were Touch Football Representatives

• One student was awarded a NSW Volleyball 
Representative Certificate.

High School swimming carnival 

About IGS

Remote learning

HSC Major Work exhibitions went virtual in 2020 and 
allowed students to showcase their work in new and 
innovative ways.

Online exhibitions showcased the work of Aboriginal 
Studies, English Extension 2, Visual Arts, Design and 
Technology and Drama, as well as Year 11 Geography 
students.

Following the return to on campus learning, students 
continued to enjoy more than than 100 lunchtime and 
after school clubs from Robotics, Science, Sewing, 
Drawing and Girls Maths.

Drawing club
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In 2020, 122 students in Year 10 were awarded the 

Record of Student Achievement (RoSA), with 37 of 

these students accelerating in Year 11 Mathematics and 

Languages. 108 students were awarded their Preliminary 

Higher School Certificate with 24 of these students 

accelerating in Year 12 HSC Mathematics or Languages 

courses and nine students completing the Year 12 

Aboriginal Studies course by compressed delivery. RoSA 

Grades for both Years 10 and 11 were considerably above 

State measures for all areas.

Higher School Certificate (HSC) 
One IGS student achieved second in the State in Italian 

Extension and fifth in the State in Italian Continuers. 

Other students achieved third in the state in Italian 

Extension, fourth in the State in Aboriginal Studies and 

eighth in the State in Drama.

One student was named in the prestigious NSW  

All-Round Achievers List, awarded Band 6  

(90 per cent or above) across courses totalling 10 or 

more units. This is an outstanding achievement reserved 

for a small number of students across the State.

There were 60 Distinguished Achievers – students who 

were awarded 90 per cent or above in at least one 

course. These students received 94 honourable mentions 

for the distinguished achievement of 90 per cent or 

above in a course.

100 per cent of students studying English Extension 1, 

Chinese Continuers, German Extension, Italian Extension, 

Japanese Extension, Spanish Continuers and Spanish 

Extension achieved in the top two bands.

In our third year of offering this course, IGS Aboriginal 

Studies candidates performed at 16.97 per cent above 

the State mean. In this course, 65 per cent of students 

achieved 90 or more. 

In Design and Technology, IGS students performed 6.08 

per cent above the State mean, and two students were 

nominated for the HSC showcase Shape 2020.

Record of School  
Achievement (RoSA) 

3. Secondary Student Outcomes

In Drama, IGS students performed 8.12 per cent above 

the State mean, 10 students were nominated for the HSC 

showcase OnSTAGE and two students were selected.

In PDHPE, our students performed 10.04 per cent above 

the State mean.

In Spanish Continuers, our students performed 9.07 per 

cent above the State mean.

Accelerated study of courses

Forty one Year 11 IGS students completed HSC courses 

via acceleration this year.

Acceleration in Languages

Thirty two Year 11 students accelerated in Languages. 

Students accelerated across five languages and eight 

language courses including German Continuers, Japanese 

Continuers, French Continuers and French Extension, 

Italian Continuers and Italian Extension, and Spanish 

Continuers and Spanish Extension.

These students achieved a mean of 87 per cent. The 

highest result, of 98 per cent, was achieved by a Year 11 

student for Italian Extension.

Acceleration in Mathematics

Nine Year 11 students accelerated in Mathematics 

Advanced, achieving an average of 91 per cent. The 

highest result was 98.

Aboriginal Studies via compression

For the first time, a group of our Year 11 students 

completed both the Year 11 and Year 12 Aboriginal Studies 

courses in one year. Their mean result was 90 per cent 

with the highest result 95.

HSC Showcases

There were 15 nominations for HSC showcases for 

exemplary Major Projects in Design and Technology, 

Drama, Music, Textiles and Design, and Visual Arts. 

We congratulate our students on their impressive results 

in a year like no other.

There were 60 Distinguished Achievers – students who were awarded  
90 per cent or above in at least one HSC course. 
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Band 6 (top) Band 5 Band 4

Course                                        No. Students %IGS %State %IGS %State %IGS %State

Aboriginal Studies 23 65 13 13 16 17 28

Ancient History 16 13 9 31 25 38 30

Biology 24 0 7 29 24 58 32

Chemistry 20 0 13 40 30 50 26

Design and Technology 11 36 16 27 32 36 36

Drama 24 50 19 33 28 17 43

Economics 15 0 13 60 38 13 26

English Standard 26 0 1 15 11 62 46

English Advanced 75 5 14 52 49 35 31

Geography 19 5 13 53 29 16 29

Legal Studies 19 21 15 53 25 16 28

Mathematics Standard 2 23 0 5 13 19 30 26

Mathematics Advanced 53 15 23 15 29 43 28

Modern History 35 0 10 49 27 34 29

Music 1 11 27 22 45 43 27 26

Music 2 3 0 38 67 49 33 12

PDHPE 12 25 9 42 25 25 27

Physics 13 8 13 23 28 31 27

Visual Arts 25 20 17 64 48 16 25

French Beginners 2 0 25 50 27 50 19

French Continuers 15 27 31 53 33 13 22

German Continuers 10 30 25 60 40 10 22

Italian Beginners 2 0 16 0 30 100 28

Italian Continuers 14 36 27 36 31 21 29

Spanish Continuers 2 67 10 33 41 0 29

TABLES: 

Higher School Certificate 
results – 2020

Band E4 (top) Band E3

Course (1 unit)                      No. Students %IGS %State %IGS %State

English Extension 1 10 40 39 60 54

English Extension 2 8 50 26 38 57

Mathematics Extension 1 23 13 38 39 37

Mathematics Extension 2 5 0 36 80 48

History Extension 9 0 21 56 56

Science Extension 4 0 7 25 67

French Extension 4 0 27 75 54

German Extension 1 0 53 100 47

Italian Extension 3 100 57 0 36

Japanese Extension 3 33 44 67 45

Spanish Extension 2 50 7 50 67

3. Secondary Student Outcomes

Speech Night 2020
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Of enormous relevance to the program of professional 
learning for our staff in 2020 was professional development 
in terms of digital learning platforms, and the application 
of these platforms to teaching and learning when the 
COVID-19 pandemic forced learning to go off campus. 
Our teachers became proficient in the use of software 
and programs such as Zoom, Canvas and the Google Suite; 
participating in both formal and informal training sessions 
to facilitate their knowledge of the capacity of these 
programs to enhance learning for our students.

While the year did not afford the usual opportunities 
for staff in terms of off campus professional learning, 
providers and teachers alike demonstrated their 
adaptability in pursuing online professional learning. 
These were varied, and tailored to the individual goals 
determined by each teacher at the start of the year. The 
Deputies Conference, Teaching and Learning in the Time 
of COVID-19, was delivered entirely via digital means, and 
allowed for teachers to select short courses of interest 
and meaning to their roles at the School. 

Having been inspired by the opportunity to attend the 
Deeper Learning conference at High Tech High in 2019, 
Josie Nardella and Michelle Weir developed a workshop 
called “Books Alive, Literacy Through Drama”, which 
was selected for presentation at the Deeper Learning 
Conference in China and will also be delivered at the 
virtual Deeper Learning Conference in 2021.

Other staff presenters of professional learning included 
Jade Carr and Lucy Shibuya-Howard, who delivered a 
thought provoking professional development session on 
the perspectives of our Aboriginal students at IGS, and on 
the contextual understandings which are so vital for us to 
understand in order for us to best support our students.

Professional development in the area of curriculum 
was at the forefront of our consciousness throughout 
2020. Teachers sought opportunities to strengthen 
their knowledge in this area through formal learning 
delivered by a range of providers, and also through 
informal sessions run within their own departments. Our 
ongoing White Folder Project has afforded every teacher 
in the School the opportunity to receive professional 
development in the form of detailed feedback on the 
writing of high quality teaching and learning programs, 
serving to further strengthen their focus on quality 
assessment, differentiation and feedback. Our Primary 
School staff were invigorated by the development of 
a detailed exploration into the value of programming 
focussed on the achievement of stated learning 
intentions, delivered by AIS consultant Phillipa Miller. 

Professional learning, teaching standards,  
attendance and retention rates

As the 2020 school year commenced, IGS teaching staff joined together for 
our annual staff conference. The goal for 2020 was to COLLABORATE!, and 
little did we imagine just how significant this whole school goal would prove to 
be throughout the year which was waiting for us! 

Description of professional learning activity Number of staff 
participating

General professional learning on pedagogy

Classroom management workshop 4

Philosophy in Schools workshops 14

Workshop on philosophical inquiry 14

National Highly Accomplished and Lead Teacher (HALT) conference 1

Workshop on collecting evidence for accreditation 9

Workshop on supporting teachers through accreditation 9

Student care

Conference on child safe schools 44

Mental health and wellbeing conference 28

Student wellbeing conference: 15

Early Learning 17

Youth Mental Health First Aid Training 29

Students with special needs

 Teaching Strategies and Behaviour Support workshop 3

Indigenous and intercultural understanding

Workshop on teaching Indigenous students 1

English

Annual conference for English Teachers 20

Science

Workshop on preparing for HSC Science exams 1

Mathematics

Mathematics resources workshop 2

Humanities 

Legal Studies Conference 1

Economics Teachers Conference 1

Languages

Chinese Teacher Conference 1

Languages resources workshop 1

Music

Music Education conference 9

Workshop on understanding the neuroscience around music learning 1

National Orff Schulwerk Conference 1

Soundtrap 2

PDHPE

New Years 7 to 10 PDHPE syllabus familiarisation 1

4. Professional Learning
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Description of professional learning activity Number of staff 
participating

Drama

NIDA Actors Studio 1

School drama workshop 3

Library and careers

Genrefication Showcase 1

Careers advisors conference 3

Literacy

Literacy and reading conference 1

Science and technology

Science and technology syllabus familiarisation 1

Educational leadership

ICT Leaders Conference 1

Educational Leaders Conference 1

Compliance and Safety

Asthma training 59

Conference on school governance 6

Chief Warden training 13

First Aid Training 40

Anaphylaxis Training 71

CPR and AED Training 48

Fire Warden Training 126.072

Workshop on enhancing child protection investigation skills 1

Conference on school governance 6

Child Protection Training for mandatory reports 153.41

eSafety Training 61

Workshop on enhancing child protection investigation skills 1

Conference on school governance 6

Accreditation and Supporting Highly Accomplished and Lead Teachers workshop 6

Schools Renewing Registration 1

Investigations Masterclass 2

Other

Video Marketing Strategy 1

Social Media Best Practice 1

Teaching through Drama 25

Teaching Indigenous students 45

Teaching and Learning in the time of COVID-19 121

4. Professional Learning
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Across the School’s workforce in both teaching and non-
teaching roles there are 25 languages other than English 
spoken at home. Approximately 35 per cent of our staff 
were born outside of Australia. At present no Indigenous 
Australians are employed at the School. 

Attendance and retention rates for teaching staff

Attendance rate: 97.5 per cent

Retention rate: 92.56 per cent

Workforce composition, 
including Indigenous

Category Number of 
Teachers

Teachers having teacher education 
qualifications from a higher education 
institution within Australia or as recognised 
within the National Office of Overseas Skills 
Recognition (AEI-NOOSR) guidelines

126.072

Teachers having a bachelor degree from a 
higher education institution within Australia 
or one recognised within the AEI-NOOSR 
guidelines but lack formal teacher education 
qualifications; or

0

Teachers not having qualifications as 
described in (i) and (ii) but having relevant 
successful teaching experience or appropriate 
knowledge relevant to the teaching context. 
Such teachers must have been employed to 
“teach” in NSW before 1 October 2004 (either 
on a permanent, casual or temporary basis) 
and worked as a “teacher” during the last five 
(5) years in a permanent, casual or temporary 
capacity

0

5. Workforce composition

Teaching Standards
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School Year Attendance rate 

Kindergarten 96.72%

Year 1 95.66%

Year 2 95.75%

Year 3 96.60%

Year 4 95.36%

Year 5 95.07%

Year 6 95.46%

Year 7 94.75%

Year 8 95.15%

Year 9 94.24%

Year 10 93.75%

Year 11 93.99%

Year 12 94.66%

Average 95.17%

At the end of Term 4 2020, there were 1,278.4 full 
time enrolments comprising 635 Senior (high) School 
students; 553 Junior (primary) School students; and 
99.4 full time equivalent enrolments in Early Learning, 
comprising 150 three to five year olds.

Twenty-four Indigenous students (1.86 per cent of the 
school population) were enrolled across the School.

46 per cent of the student population was female and  
54 per cent male. Of all students from Preschool to  
Year 12, 23 per cent lived in households where English  
is not the first or home language and where more than 
one language is spoken.

Management of non-attendance 

Regular attendance at school is essential to assist 
students to maximise their potential. IGS, in partnership 
with parents, is responsible for promoting regular school 
attendance of students, as outlined under the NSW 
Education Act 1990. 

Student attendance and 
retention rate

Years Compared Year 10 Total 
enrolment on 
census date

Year 12 Total 
enrolment on 
census date

Year 10 Enrolment 
at census date 
remaining in Year 
12 on census date

Apparent retention 
rate

Actual retention 
rate

2015/2017 107 95 87 89 81

2016/2018 112 105 99 94 88

2017/2019 98 101 91 103 93

2018/2020 100 101 93 101 93

Holidays 

As part of the implementation of the National Standards, 
holidays taken by students outside of school vacation 
periods will now be included as absences. A Certificate 
of Exemption can no longer be granted for this purpose. 
Families are encouraged to holiday or travel during school 
vacations. 

Leave requests 

Applications for leave from school for five days or more 
must be made in writing to the Deputy Principal either 
by sending an email to maryd@igssyd.nsw.edu.au or by 
submitting a hand written request to Student Reception. 

Parents and caregivers are subsequently required to 
complete an application form for the period of absence. 
Leave requests must be signed by both of the student’s 
parents or caregivers. A Certificate of Extended Leave – 
Travel is then issued by the Deputy Principal in accordance 
with legislative requirements. 

Attendance protocols at IGS

Lateness

Students need to be at school on time. All students 
attend Home Class or Tutor Group when the bell rings at 
8.35am. Students who arrive late are required to report 
to Student Reception to obtain a late note that must 
be given to the teacher. While the School understands 
that lateness is sometimes unavoidable, it is important 
to develop in students the value of being punctual. Late 
arrival to school can disrupt the learning of the individual 
and others. Consequently, unexplained lateness to school 
may require High School students to make up this time. 

Leaving school early

If a student must leave school early, they are to present 
a note to Student Reception on the morning of the day 
requiring early leave. This note needs to be signed by the 
Head of House or a senior member of staff and students 
are to report to Student Reception at the time of their 
departure from the School. Students not at school during 
school hours must carry with them an IGS leave pass. 

Short term student absence

The School should be informed before 8.30am if a 
student is to be away on any given day. Contacting the 
School via email at absences@igssyd.nsw.edu.au is the 
preferred method for this. A note is required the day the 
student returns after an absence. 

All notes must be dated and provide a reason for the 
absence. This note must be given to the Home Class 
teacher or the student’s Tutor. If no note is received, this 
will remain recorded as an unexplained absence. 

Habitual absence 

“Habitual absence” is a minimum of 30 days of absence 
within the previous 100 school days. In accordance with 
the Mandatory Reporter Guide, a course of action under 
the Keep Them Safe Legislation ensues on the part of  
the School. 

If a student continues to have unacceptable absences, 
some of the following actions may be undertaken: 

• Compulsory Schooling Conferences: Parents are 
asked to attend a Compulsory Schooling Conference 
with their child. The conference helps to identify the 
supports a student may need to have in place so 
they attend school regularly. The School, parents and 
caregivers, and agencies work together to develop an 
agreed plan (known as an Attendance Improvement 
Plan) to support a student’s attendance at the School.

• Report to Community Services.

• Report to the Youth Liaison Officer. 

Please visit https://bit.ly/3u0cuts to view our  
attendance policy.

Foundation Day
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A total of 99 IGS students were awarded an HSC in 2020. 
Of those, almost half received main round university 
offers within the Universities Admission Centre (UAC) 
area of administration. Past trends indicate that more 
students will have received offers in later rounds and  
some will have taken offers for institutions outside of 

Post school destinations

Entry points 

In 2020 the main years of entry to International Grammar 

were Preschool (age 3), Kindergarten, Year 5 and  

Year 7. Year 5 was a new intake year for the school 

starting in 2018 and the school added Kindergarten as  

an intake year in 2020.

Early Learning students with regular attendance receive 

priority for entry into Kindergarten and are made an offer 

for Kindergarten enrolment during their Preschool year.

All Year 6 students are guaranteed a place in Year 7 and 

remaining places are offered to students on the waitlist. 

In 2020 this resulted in a Year 7 cohort made up of 82 per 

cent continuing students and 18 per cent new students.

Applications 

Application fees, the on-line application form and 

information about the steps to enrolments are available 

on the School’s website. 

Enrolment offers will be made in order of the receipt 

of applications with priority given to siblings of current 

students and IGS graduates, then to children with one 

parent who completed Year 12 at the School followed 

by children of permanent staff members and students 

returning to the School.

Consideration will also be given to the following matters:

The family’s support of the School’s core commitments, 

values, ethical framework and educational activities

• The contribution that the student may make to the 
school, including their co-curricular activities

• Total class numbers in each of the School’s second 
language programs, as the School cannot guarantee 
the availability of a specific language

• The educational, social and emotional needs of all 
students in a year group and

• Other criteria determined by the School from  
time to time.

Enrolment Policy and Procedures 

Enrolment offers are made at the discretion of the 

Principal and following an interview. In the High School 

entry interviews are conducted by the Head of High 

School (or another member of the senior leadership 

team). In the Junior School the interview is conducted 

by the Head of Junior School (or his Deputy). Families 

seeking Early Learning entry must complete and submit 

an enrolment survey prior to an offer being made.

Once enrolled, students are expected to support the 

School’s ethos and to comply with the school rules.

Parent, student and teacher satisfaction 

Exit surveys are sent to every family upon notice of the 
withdrawal of their child/ren. Aside from the completion 
of schooling, the most common reasons for exit in 2020 
(according to information supplied by families either via 
the Exit Survey or other communication) were:

• Deciding on another school or course of study  
(31 per cent)

• Changes in family circumstances/financial stress/ 
ill health (26 per cent)

• Relocation/overseas posting or travel (11.5 per cent).

Twenty nine per cent of all students who withdrew from 
IGS in 2020 requested to be waitlisted for future re-
entry.

 

7. Post school destinations 8. Enrolment Policy and characteristics of the student body

the UAC such as private institutions within Australia or 
overseas.

The infographic gives an indicative snapshot of activities 
and plans of the Class of 2020 based on available 
responses. Please note that many alumni are working and 
studying at the same time. 

Post school destinations  
by institution

 19 USYD

 10 Macquarie University
 9 UTS  
 7 TAFE

 7  Other
 6 UNSW
 2 ANU
 2 ACU

 2 Western Sydney

Post school destinations  
by discipline

 12 Science/Medical Science

 6 Arts  

 6 Psychology/Education

 6 Engineering  

 4  Law

 4 Design/Animation/ 
  Gaming/Fashion 

 3 Media/Communications

 3 Nursing

 2 Mathematics

 2 Education 

 2 Commerce

 2 Physio/Sport

 1 Economics/  
  International  
  Relations

WORKING

2%

OTHER TERTIARY

8%

OTHER

17%

GAP YEAR

16%

UNIVERSITY

57%
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In 2020, there were 24 Indigenous students (1.86 per cent) enrolled from Kindergarten to Year 12.

General breakdown of composition of the student population was 46 per cent female, 54 per cent male. Twenty three 
per cent of students lived in households where more than one language is spoken and school families nominated  
38 different languages (other than English) as their first or home language.

Characteristics of the Student Body

Language spoken at home Total

Arabic 8

Armenian 1

Cantonese 16

Catalan 2

Chinese (Mandarin) 24

Croatian 3

Czech 2

Dutch 2

English 980

Farsi 2

Finnish 2

French 40

Gaelic 4

German 42

Greek 16

Gujarati 1

Hindi 8

Indonesian 2

Italian 15

Total

Language spoken at home Total

Japanese 7

Korean 2

Laos 1

Mandarin 23

Nepali 1

Persian 3

Polish 3

Portuguese 8

Romanian 2

Russian 5

Serbian 1

Sinhalese 1

Spanish 23

Tamil 1

Thai 5

Turkish 3

Ukrainian 2

Urdu 1

Vietnamese 5

1267

* language mainly spoken at home.  
Note: Total student numbers in this table vary from enrolment numbers as some students are from a shared cultural/language background

School families nominated thirty-eight 
different languages (other than English) 
as their home language.

TABLE: Composition of student population according to language background*
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IGS is a school community that 
respects the rights of the individual 
within the context of the rights of 
the community as a whole. 

IGS uses the CompliSpace Platform, combining 
governance, risk, compliance and policy management 
expertise with technology solutions to deliver sustainable 
governance solutions. A team of lawyers and industry 
experts actively monitor changes to relevant laws and 
registration standards to deliver IGS a full suite of online 
policies, procedures and governance progress that enable 
IGS to continuously comply with our legal and regulatory 
obligations. CompliSpace is an approved NESA provider.

Visit https://www.igssyd.nsw.edu.au/about-us/
governance-policies to view our policies.

A. Policies for student welfare 

The School seeks to provide a safe and supportive 
environment which: 

• minimises risk of harm and ensures students feel 
secure 

• supports the physical, social, academic, spiritual and 
emotional development of students 

• provides student welfare policies and programs that 
develop a sense of self-worth and foster personal 
development. 

IGS is committed to retaining its status as a lighthouse 
school for good social, emotional and mental health 
practice in schooling. Student care is not an end in itself 
but a means to enhance the learning and development  
of every student. Every student can be successful and  
it is through achievement that student self-esteem  
is enhanced.

C. Policies for complaints and grievances resolution

Procedures for the resolution of grievances were adopted 
and published on the Complispace platform which 
includes procedural fairness and makes explicit reference 
to complaints procedure for dealing with staff issues  
and student issues. 

Policy on bullying 

The School is committed to providing a safe and secure 
community for all of its members and will therefore not 
tolerate any action that undermines a person’s rights in 
relation to this. The School will take whatever steps are 
necessary to prevent, or intervene in, such behaviour.

Every member of the School community has the right 
to be free from bullying. Therefore, all members of the 
School community have a responsibility to actively 
practise and promote:

• acceptance for individual differences

• the values of courtesy, respect, compassion, and care 
for others

• a supportive and encouraging climate where the 
achievements and efforts of others are applauded

• a commitment to adhering to, and upholding, all 
aspects of this policy.

A safe, secure community requires all members to be 
sensitive to others. 

B. Policies for student discipline 

IGS values the wellbeing of all members of the school 
community. This is achieved by positive reinforcement 
of appropriate behaviour and a consequential approach 
to inappropriate behaviour, which may include exclusion, 
suspension or expulsion, but will never include corporal 
punishment. Insofar as is possible, this policy will be 
applied in a manner appropriate to each individual 
student and each individual circumstance with the 
ultimate goal of enabling students to make good 
behavioural choices on their own. 

The NSW Registration Manual (3.7.1 and 3.7.2) requires that 
a registered non-government school must have policies 
relating to discipline of students attending the School that 
are based on principles of procedural fairness and do not 
permit corporal punishment of students. Students have a 
right to procedural fairness in dealings that involve their 
interests. This includes disciplinary decisions.

Procedural fairness 

The principles of procedural fairness include the right to: 

• know what the rules are, and what behaviour is 
expected of students

• have decisions determined by a reasonable and 
unbiased person

• know the allegations that have been made, and to 
respond to them

• be heard before a decision is made

• have a decision reviewed.

IGS is committed to ensuring procedural fairness  
when disciplining a student. 

Policy, procedure or statement changes in 2020 

Several policies were amended during an internal review 
that took place from October to December 2020.

The following policies/procedures were added/amended 
in 2020:

• Accident Management

• IGS Pandemic Protocol

• Mobile Phone 

• Child Protection Policy

• Photography and Video yes

• Social Media Student Usage

• IGS Discrimination Harassment Bullying Protocols for 
Members of Community

• IGS Grievance Procedures for School Community

• Medical Policies have been amended to include 
COVID-19.

• Replacement (Substitute) Teacher Policy

• Seizure and Epilepsy

• Staff and Standard of Teaching Policy

• Student Discipline Policy

• Sun Protection (General)

• Supervision and Inspection - Playgrounds

• Whistleblower Policy.

9. School policies

Our policies
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The School’s strong social justice program included: 

• International Women’s Day; NAIDOC Week; and 
myriad special charity and community awareness 
days throughout the year

• Continued effective use of data to inform 
teaching and learning

• Amnesty International and Girl Up! clubs

• Professional Development for teachers

• The Gratitude Project thanked hospital staff 
and heath care workers during the COVID-19 
pandemic.

Limitless Learning was reflected in:

• Weekly Aboriginal Education workshops in the  
High School

• The IGS Global Scholar’s Award to provide students 
with an opportunity to conduct research and write 
about Climate Change 

• Curriculum Expansion Program to provide students 
with a richer educational journey with more choice

• A new senior course, Critical Thinking for the  
21st Century, was introduced in 2020

• Co-curricular choices through successful Debating, 
Mock Trial, Theatresports and Duke of Edinburgh 
Award teams – as well as more than 100 special 
interest student clubs such as the skateboarding,  
IGS Robotics Club and Women’s Robotics Club

• The International Mother Language Day at IGS 
celebrated the power of diversity and languages.

Priority areas for improvement based on the Strategic Plan  
Into the World 2016-2020

In response to the School’s Strategic Plan Into the World 2016-2020, the year 
2020 realised the following improvements and achievements in the key areas.

• Boost innovation and collaboration
• Champion excellence
• Incite passionate and creative learning

1. Limitless learning

10. Priority areas for improvement

Drama students rehearse in the Centre for Dramatic Arts
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3. Sustainable future2. Empowered students

• Grow tenacious and confident  
 individuals

• The PTF held virtual and COVID safe Rue Kelly 
secondhand uniform, textbook and instrument sales.

• The School’s recently introduced Sustainability 
Framework provided a touchpoint for promoting 
effective, enduring and ethical practices.

• The Sustainability Club promoted recycling and 
raised awareness, and the IGS Sustainability 
Roundtable created a foundation to begin deeper 
action towards a more sustainable School.

• IGS collaborated with Gawura School at St Andrew’s 
Cathedral School and Connecting Communities 
Australia, to develop a community schools program 
that brought students from the Goodooga Central 
School to IGS.

• A new Parent Lounge was developed in 
Collaboration with the Parents, Teachers and Friends 
Committee (PTF).

• Students and staff transitioned to teaching and 
learning from home during the COVID pandemic.

• Canvas became the School’s new Learning 
Management System.

• Zoom platform effectively introduced for teaching 
and learning from home. 

• Remote access workflows enabled Support and 
Operational staff to work from home to enhance 
COVID safety.

• Inspire meaningful engagement with  
 local, national and global communities

10. Priority areas for improvement

There were countless 2020 highlights for empowering our 
students. Initiatives included:

• Many Primary and High School students took part in 
virtual exchanges with our global partner schools.

• Drama students used the professional new spaces of 
the Centre for the Dramatic Arts for assessment tasks.

• Students raised funds and awareness for many causes, 
including the Red Cross.

• High School students participated in a unique 
intergenerational program called the Seniors and 
Teens Empathy program (STEP).

• High School students prepared a delivery of special 
treats for patients at Sydney Children’s Hospital in 
Randwick.

• The IGS community donated resources to women’s 
refuges and for refugees. 

• Many incursions across all age groups had a  
wellbeing focus.

• Improve the School’s information  
 communication technology

• Secure, reimagine and redesign  
 the campus

• Work was completed on the Centre for Dramatic 
Arts and the Bibliothèque.

• Plans for the Year 6 and After School Centre 
were finalised.

• Additional upgrades to classroom audio visual 
(AV) equipment, included motorised screens, laser 
projectors and improved audio.

• Completion of the School Hall AV refreshment 
project, including additional projection screens, 
improved audio and performance microphones.
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Development of Strategic Initiatives 2016-2020

LIMITLESS LEARNING

1. Chinese in preschool 2017

2. SAGE - Implementation of M.Y. 
project-based learning program

4. Curriculum expansion project 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

EMPOWERED STUDENTS

1a. Growth strategy - extra KG class 2019 

3. Secure, reimagine and redesign the IGS campus Negotiate with the CoS, community 
consultation, engage architects, develop master plan

Strategy Refresh

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 

Strategy Wheel

BM, DeputiesDeputies

Principal

Board Building Committee Principal, BM

Deputy SI & HRIL 
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KEY TERMS
STRATEGY MAP 

Focuses the School’s efforts, 
supports the choice of appropriate 
measures to report progress 
in implementing the strategy, 
communicates the strategy, 
captures implementation of the SP 
on one page

BALANCED SCORECARD 
A report used by Management 
to track the actions, projects and 
initiatives implemented by staff 
within their span of control and to 
monitor the consequences arising 
from these

15 Measures of the Balanced Scorecard – a summary

1. Staff goals, action plans, projects

2. Student academic results 

3. Satisfaction surveys 

4. Student learning outcomes in middle years program 

5. Teacher impact in the classroom

6. Quality of learning opportunities for students locally,  
nationally and globally 

7. and for staff 

8. Student effort 

9. Student hope, engagement, wellbeing, faith entrepreneurial 
spirit 

10. Financial performance measures

11. Enrolment targets & measures 

12. Advancement targets & measures 

13. ICT targets & measures  

14. Acquisition strategy 

15. Projects of the Master Plan Framework  

LIMITLESS LEARNING

LL3. Incite passionate 
and creative learning 

DIVERSITY PERSONAL 
ACHIEVEMENT AUTHENTICITY CONNECTEDNESS VIBRANCY 

LL1. Boost innovation 
and collaboration 

LL2. Champion 
excellence 

STRATEGIC ASPIRATION

STUDENTS

VALUES

LEARNING & GROWTH 

INTERNAL PROCESSES

FINANCIAL

EMPOWERED STUDENTS

ES2. Grow tenacious and 
confident individuals 

ES1. Inspire meaningful engagement with local,  
national and global communities 

SF2. Improve the School’s information communication technology  

SF3. Secure, reimagine and redesign the campus 

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 

SF1. Promote effective, 
enduring and ethical practices 

IGS Strategy Map Aspiration 1 - Limitless Learning           Balanced Scorecard  

STRATEGIC 
AREAS OF 
ACTION

MEASURE
How could we 
measure success? 

TARGET 

What level of performance is targeted?

WHO
Responsibility

Boost 
innovation and 
collaboration

1  Through annual 
program of staff 
goal setting, dept 
action planning & 
the portfolio of key 
strategic projects
(Terms 1 and 4)

100% staff participation, driving effective 
ongoing professional conversations, feedback, 
support and performance management of all 
staff; successful implementation of projects 
within the project management framework 

Deputies/ 
Business Mgr.   

Champion 
excellence

2  By analysing and 
tracking HSC results, 
ATARs, university 
offers, NAPLAN data
(Terms 4 and 1) 

Upward trends in all key performance 
indicators: 

For the HSC: Nomination and selection for HSC 
Showcases for best major works, All Rounders 
(Band 6 in at least 10 units including English), 
First in Course, Top Achievers (top 10 students 
in state), Distinguished Achievers (Band 6 in 
at least one course), Percentage of courses in 
which cohort performed above the state mean, 
Percentage of Band 6s achieved vs potential 
Band 6s (SMH School Ranking), Courses in 
which students did not meet the minimum 
standard Band 2, Courses in which 100% of 
students scored in the top two bands , How far 
the cohort in each course performed above the 
state, ATARs and university offers 

For NAPLAN: Substantially above All Schools 
and above Similar Schools in reading, writing, 
spelling, grammar and punctuation, numeracy, 
upward trends in Gains for students in reading, 
writing and numeracy 

Head of Research 
& Innovative 
Learning  

3  By conducting  
annual national school 
opinion survey for 
students, staff and 
parents 
(Term 3) 

In School Opinion Survey 

Satisfaction across all survey items indicated 
by a mean of between 4-5 on all survey items, 
higher satisfaction levels than benchmark 
schools

Head of Research 
& Innovative 
Learning  

Incite passionate 
and creative 
learning 

4  By measuring 
student outcomes in  
PBL program 
(Terms 3 & 4) 

A mean of 3-4 (high – very high) in levels 
of engagement, learning, challenge and 
achievement in Eminence (Year 5), Information 
Research Task – IRT (Year 6), SAGE Program 
(Years 7-10)

 

Heads of School 
(Kindergarten to 
Year 12)

5  By measuring 
teacher impact 
through Educator 
Impact (EI) 
(Terms 2, 4) 

Upward trends in teacher impact in key areas 
against benchmark schools 

Deputy 
Principal Staff & 
Innovation

DPSI, Heads of School K-12 

Deputies, BM 

Deputies 

HRIL 

BM

BM

Board Building Committee, Principal, BM

DPSCL, Heads of School 

MISSION
 To equip our 

students to be 
world ready 
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Aspiration 2 – Empowered Students    Balanced Scorecard 

STRATEGIC 
AREAS OF 
ACTION

MEASURE
How could we 
measure success? 

TARGET 

What level of performance is targeted?

WHO
Responsibility

Inspire 
meaningful 
engagement 
with local, 
national 
and global 
communities

6  By developing 
a register of local, 
national and global 
learning opportunities 
offered to our 
students and tracking 
and evaluating 
student participation 
and the quality of 
outcomes 
(Terms 1, 3) 

A rich and diverse suite of learning 
opportunities that meet key quality criteria 

Deputy Principal 
Students and 
Campus Life 

7  By developing 
a register of local, 
national and global 
learning opportunities 
offered to our staff 
and tracking and 
evaluating staff 
participation and the 
quality of outcomes
(Terms 2, 4) 

A rich and diverse suite of professional learning 
opportunities that meet key quality criteria

Deputy 
Principal Staff & 
Innovation

Grow tenacious 
and confident 
individuals 

8  By measuring 
and tracking student 
academic effort 
twice a year from 
Kindergarten to Year 
12 on school reports
(Terms 2, 4) 

Growth in percentage of students with effort 
grades 1 and 2 

(1: excellent 2: good 3: more effort required: 4 
unsatisfactory) 

Heads of School 
Kindergarten to 
Year 12  

9  By using the 
Australian Gallup 
Student Poll annually 
to measure and 
track levels of 
hope, engagement, 
wellbeing & 
entrepreneurial spirit 
in students from Years 
5 to 12. 
(Term 3) 

Upward trend against the nation (participating 
schools) in students who are:

• hopeful for the future

• engaged with their studies

• thriving in terms of their wellbeing

• entrepreneurial in their outlook  

Deputy Principal 
Students and 
Campus Life 

Aspiration 3 – Sustainable Future Balanced Scorecard  

STRATEGIC 
AREAS OF 
ACTION

MEASURE
How could we measure 
success? 

TARGET 

What level of performance is targeted?

WHO
Responsibility

Sustainability 
- Promote 
effective, 
enduring and 
ethical practices 

10  By measuring financial 
performance through:
• Developing a financial 

plan for IGS
• Annual audit 
• Annual ASBA/Somerset 

Non-Government 
Schools’ Financial 
Performance Survey and 
benchmarking report

(Terms 1, 3) 

Achieving all objectives of the financial 
plan 

Best practice financial performance on all 
measures and positive endorsement from 
auditor

Favourable ratios in comparison with 
similar schools and positive endorsement 
of strengths from the Somerset report

Business 
Manager

11  By developing an 
Enrolment Management 
Plan that measures key 
enrolment data, trends and 
forecasting, and facilitates 
the growth strategy for 
enrolment to 2025 
(Term 1, 2, 3, 4) 

Enrolments to grow by 175 students in 
Primary by 2025 

100% enrolment in each year group 

>80% retention of students from Year 6 
into Year 7 

Upward trends in application and 
conversion rates

Business 
Manager

12  By developing an 
Advancement Plan 
(Terms 1, 4) 

Achieving all objectives of the 
Advancement Plan  

Business 
Manager

Improve 
information, 
communication 
technology 

13 By developing an 
effective ICT Plan as a 
companion to the Strategic 
Plan and its 3 aspirations 
(limitless learning, 
empowered students, 
sustainable future) and 
measures its achievement  
of outcomes 
(Terms 2, 4) 

Best practice in information 
communication technology (ICT) 
pedagogy, skills development for staff and 
students, resourcing and infrastructure.   

Business 
Manager

Secure, 
reimagine and 
redesign the 
campus

14  By developing, adopting 
and implementing an 
effective acquisition 
strategy for the school
(Term 2, 4) 

Increase ownership of the school’s five 
major sites from 40% towards 100% and/
or improve lease terms 

Board Building 
Committee/ 
Principal /
Business 
Manager  

15  By developing, adopting 
and implementing an 
effective master plan 
framework for the school
(Terms 1, 2, 3, 4) 

Completion of high quality building 
projects within the master plan’s 
timeframe and the school’s cap ex budget 

Board Building 
Committee/ 
Principal /
Business 
Manager
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What is the reporting 
schedule?

TERM 1
Spoken reports by leadership team members 
at final leadership team meeting of term 

TERM 2
Briefing papers and presentations by 
leadership team members at Semester 1 
leadership team conference 

TERM 3
Spoken reports at final leadership team 
meeting of term

TERM 4
Briefing papers and presentations at 
Semester 1 leadership team conference

The Principal reports on strategic initiatives 
at each Board meeting.

IGS recognised as equipping 
students to be ready  
for the world 

Categories of excellence 

• Excellence in educational innovation 
• Outstanding HSC results 
• Excellence in project-based learning programs: 

Heads of School 
• Excellence in local, national and/or global 

learning opportunities: Deputies 
• Excellence in school design: Principal and 

architecture audiences 
• School-based publications: InFocus, Yearbook, 

Jigsaw, social media platforms, professional 
development, A great start - Early Learning at 
International Grammar School, and A unique 
languages program at International Grammar 
School 

• External conference presentations 
• Local, national and international media 

coverage 
• Academic research papers 
• Educational awards and prizes.
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In response to the School’s Strategic Plan Into the 
World 2016-2020, the year 2020 realised the following 
improvements and achievements in the key areas.

Good leadership was promoted at IGS through:

• Sustainable Futures 

• Home Class groups, Tutor groups and Houses 
providing a solid basis for fostering peer group 
support and camaraderie.

With dedicated digital co-ordinators in Primary School, 
cyber safety and good digital citizenship training took 
place to develop students’ awareness, respect for others 
and a sense of responsibility in the online world.

Other key initiatives included:

• Study skills workshops

• The Student Representative Council met regularly 
and developed plans for 2021 and beyond around use 
of physical spaces and ways of improving student 
experiences

• The whole school participated in R U OK? Day, Wear 
it Purple Day, Bullying. No Way! Day, White Ribbon 
Day and B Kinder Day, and the Primary School ran 
various fundraisers and initiatives to raise awareness 
and funds for charities.

Primary School

• Kindergarten Life Education: My body matters, on 
health and safety

• Kindergarten to Year 6 Safer Internet Day

• Kindergarten introduction to Wild Primary Series

• Incursion, providing hands on, sustainable and 
active experiences which promote understanding of 
Indigenous history and culture.

• Kindergarten to Year 6 Harmony Day

• Kindergarten to Year 6 National Reconciliation Week 
activities

• Kindergarten to Year 6 Amnesty International black 
and yellow Mufti Day

• Kindergarten to Year 6 National Day of Action 
Against Bullying and Violence

• Year 1 Life Education: Ready, Steady, Go, on health 
and safety

• Years 1 and 2 Filling our Buckets Series (5 sessions)

• Year 2 Life Education: Growing Good Friends

• Year 3 Life Education: All Systems Go, on keeping  
the body healthy, managing peer pressure, and 
healthy food

• Year 4: My Green Home project with visiting 
architects (virtual)

• Year 4: Mind your Medicines, on safety, choices and 
strategies to manage conflict and stress

• Year 5: Relate Respect Connect, on building positive, 
safe and respectful relationships

• Year 5 Respectful Relationships, continuing to  
develop respectful collaboration skills within their 
inter-school teams through team building exercises, 
drama and sport at one of the other participating 
schools

• Year 6 Life Education: Think Twice, on alcohol.

High School

• Year 7 Unleashing Personal Potential Workshop on 
growth mindset and Neuroplasticity.

• Year 7 Inquisitive Minds, Problems, Patterns, 
Pictures and Puzzles

• Years 7 to 12 Safer Internet Day

• Years 7 to 12 R U OK? Mufti Day

• Amnesty International black and yellow Mufti Day

• Years 7 to 12 National Day of Action Against Bullying 
and Violence

• Years 7 to 12 Harmony Day

• Years 7 to 12 National Reconciliation Week

• Year 8 High Resolves, Just Society, building personal 
decision-making skills and encouraging critical 
thinking about social change.

• Years 8 and 9 The Hurting Game by Brainstorm 
Productions, on positive relationships in person  
and online.

Actions undertaken by the  
School to promote respect  
and responsibility

11. Actions undertaken by the School to promote respect and responsibility

Actions undertaken by the School to promote  
respect and responsibility

• Year 9 Cyber Bullying presentation by a Police Liaison 
Officer

• Years 9 and 10 Girls in STEM (science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics) at the University of 
Technology Sydney (UTS)

• Year 10 PDHPE, Ryda road safety education

• Year 10 virtual visits to Opal Aged Care Annandale 
(virtual)

• Years 10 to 12 Paul Dillon Presentation on the  
dangers of drug and alcohol (virtual)

• Year 11 Peer Support Leader Training Day

• Year 11 “Y Lead” Leadership Day

• Year 11 Biggest Morning Tea fundraiser for cancer 
research

• Duke of Edinburgh’s Award opportunities

• ArtsFest (virtual).
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IGS thanked all parents and caregivers who were able 
to respond to 2020 surveys about the IGS Off-Campus 
Learning Program and remote learning in our Early 
Learning Centre (ELC).

520 Kindergarten to Year 12 parents completed the MMG 
questionnaire, representing a relatively strong response 
rate of 59 per cent, while 21 per cent of ELC families 
responded.

Of the ELC respondents, most had accessed home 
learning activities and most felt that the home learning 
activities were relevant and engaging. Early Learning 
parents and caregivers appreciated the fact the Centre 
remained open to care directly for their children.

In the MMG survey, parents noted very high scores in the 
area of teaching resources, high scores in the areas of 
communications, student wellbeing and adjustment to 
home-based learning, and a moderate score for teaching 
and learning.

The lowest scores were received in the MMG survey in 
questions to do with confidence that children could keep 
learning from home without significantly impairing  
their progress.

The highest levels of satisfaction (very high) across all 
year groups were with communication and teaching 
resources.

Parents and caregivers rated as “very high performance” 
the questions “I am satisfied with the quality of 
communications about COVID-19” and “If I have any 
worries about home-based learning I know whom  
to contact”.

They also expressed “very high” satisfaction across the 
board with their child’s access to physical and technical 
resources to support home-based learning.

Parents of students in Years 5 to 9 gave a “very high” 
rating to “I believe my child’s teachers are doing all that 
is possible to keep my child interested and engaged”.

Parent, student and  
teacher satisfaction

12. Parent, student and teacher satisfaction 12. Parent, student and teacher satisfaction

Parents acknowledged a number of positive aspects 
about their children learning from home. These 
included “more family time together”, “independence, 
organisation, time-management and responsibility”, 
“teachers’ support and engagement”, parents being able 
to see what their children were learning, adjusting to and 
enjoying online classes (particularly among Kindergarten 
to Year 9 students), students working at their own 
pace (particularly among students in Years 7 to 9), and 
“keeping engaged, interested task focused” and “reduced 
travel time” (for Years 10 to 12).

Parents were most concerned about their children 
“maintaining high academic standards”, “reduced direct 
supervision”, and having “too much screen time for 
recreation”. Primary School students and those in  
Years 10 to 12 missed “being able to interact with 
 other students in class”, while parents of students in  
Years 7 to 9 wanted more feedback about their child’s 
progress. Parents of students in Primary School were 
concerned about their children’s “ability to stay well-
connected with friends”.

IGS teaching staff scrutinised detailed results to  
help fine-tune remote learning and the Off-Campus 
Learning Program.

The highest levels of satisfaction (very high) across all year groups were with 
communication and teaching resources.

Teacher accreditation
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EXPENDITURE – 2019

EXPENDITURE – 2020

INCOME – 2020
19%

78%

INCOME – 2019

13. Summary of financial information

Enrolments are growing steadily and reached a high of 
1,288 in 2020. 

Based on our Federal Government Socio-Economic Score 
(SES) of 122, IGS received $4.501 million of 2020 Federal 
funding. The 2020 State Government funding received 
was $1.5 million.

The Early Learning Centre received “Early Childhood 
Education and Care Relief Package–Exceptional 
Circumstance Supplementary Payments” for the period 
that early learning centres were unable to bill families due 
to the impact of COVID-19.

2020 saw the continuation of campus improvements, 
including the completion of the Centre for the Dramatic 
Arts and IGS Bibliothèque, progressing the roll-out of 
the IGS Master Plan. Planning commenced for the Year 6 
Centre project to be completed in early 2021.

The charts on the following page show details of 
reported Income and Expenditure for 2019 and 2020.

Summary of financial information 2%

1%

2%

13%

5%

13%

3%

63%

 63 Salaries & On Costs
 3 Teaching & Learning Costs
 13 Occupancy Costs 
 5 Administration Costs
 1 Admissions, Community Engagement & Communications 
 2 Scholarships
 13 Depreciation & Provisions

 78 Tuition Fees
 1 Other Fees & Income
 19 Federal/State Govt Grants
 0.1 Donations (PTF & Building Fund)
 2 Net Other Income

1%

79%

2%

17%

2%

1%
2%

11%

6%

12%

5%

59%

 59 Salaries & On Costs
 5 Teaching & Learning Costs
 12 Occupancy Costs 
 6 Administration Costs
 1 Admissions, Community Engagement & Communications 
 2 Scholarships
 11 Depreciation & Provisions

 79 Tuition Fees
 2 Other Fees & Income
 17 Federal/State Govt Grants
 1 Donations (PTF & Building Fund)
 2 Net Other Income

1%
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2020 IGS enrolment policy

International Grammar School (IGS) is a non-selective, 
co-educational, secular school which seeks to be 
representative of contemporary Australian society. As 
such, IGS is open to enrolment from any individual who 
adheres to the values and attitudes that underpin the 
culture and ethos of the School. All enrolment offers are 
made at the discretion of the Principal. 

1. Applications for enrolment may be made at any time 
by the parent/carer(s) of students to commence at 
IGS. 

2. Students enrolling in Early Learning must turn three 
years of age by 31 May. Kindergarten students will be 
five years of age on or before 31 May. 

3. IGS will base any decision about offering a place to a 
student on: 

Family relationship with IGS:  
• sibling of a current or ex-student 
• either of the parents graduated from the school
• the child of a permanent member of the School 

staff  they hold attitudes, values and priorities that 
are compatible with the School’s ethos. 

The student:
• the contribution that the student may make to the 

school, including the co-curricular activities  The 
student’s reports from previous schools. 

The school:  

• ability to meet the special needs or abilities of the 
student.

Other considerations:

•  Order of receipt: when the application to enrol is 
received by IGS

•  Year 6 students continuing their education at IGS 
into Year 7

• Early Learning children continuing on to 
Kindergarten entry. 

4. IGS will meet with student and the parent/carer(s) 
before offering a place. 

5. IGS has an absolute discretion in determining the 
weight of each of the factors it takes into account in 
determining whether to offer a place for the student.

6. Continued enrolment at IGS is dependent upon the 
student making satisfactory academic progress, 
attending consistently, and the student and the 
parent/carer(s) observing all behavioural codes of 
conduct and other requirements of IGS which are 
applicable from time to time.

Entry points

In 2019 the main years of entry to International Grammar 
were Preschool (age 3), Year 5 and Year 7. Year 5 was a 
new intake year for the school starting in 2018 and the 
school was planning to add Kindergarten as an intake 
year in 2020.

Preschool students with regular attendance receive 
priority for entry into Kindergarten and are made an offer 
for Kindergarten enrolment during their Preschool year. 

All Year 6 students are guaranteed a place in Year 7 and 
remaining places are offered to students on the waitlist.  
In 2019 this resulted in a Year 7 cohort made up of  
66 per cent continuing students and 33 per cent  
new students. 

Waiting lists

Applicants will be placed on a waiting list based on the 
date the application is received by the School, subject to 
the conditions listed above referring to siblings, children 
of permanent staff, returning students and children of 
alumni who have completed Year 12 at the School. 

Student entry into Early Learning 

The Policy for children entering Early Learning is  
as follows: 

1. All children must turn three years of age by May 31. 

2. Children cannot commence until their third birthday. 

3. Children must be toilet trained before 
commencement, failing which the attendance of the 
child will be deferred.

IGS bullying prevention and intervention policy

The hazard – bullying 

Bullying is the repeated and intentional behaviour of 
causing fear, distress or harm towards another person 
that involves an imbalance of power. It can involve 
humiliation, domination, intimidation, victimisation and 
harassment. In any bullying incident there are likely to be

three parties involved: the bully, the person being bullied, 
and bystanders.

Bullying can take many forms including:

• Physical bullying which involves physical actions 
such as hitting, pushing, obstructing or being used 
to hurt or intimidate someone. Damaging, stealing or 
hiding personal belongings is also a form of physical 
bullying.

• Psychological bullying which is when words or 
actions are used to cause psychological harm.
Examples of psychological bullying include name 
calling, teasing or making fun of someone because of 
their actions, appearance, physical characteristics or 
cultural background.

• Indirect bullying which is when deliberate acts of 
exclusion or spreading of untrue stories are used to 
hurt or intimidate someone.

• Cyber bullying which is the ongoing abuse of power 
to threaten or harm another person using technology. 
Cyber bullying can occur in chat rooms, on social 
networking sites, through emails or on mobile 
phones.

What isn’t bullying?

There are many negative situations which, whilst being 
potentially distressing for students, are not bullying.

These include:

• Mutual Conflict Situations which arise where there 
is disagreement between students but not an 
imbalance of power. Mutual conflict situations need 
to be closely monitored as they may evolve into a 
bullying situation.

• One-Off Acts (of aggression or meanness) including 
single incidents of loss of temper, shouting or 
swearing do not normally constitute bullying.

Signs of bullying

Major behavioural changes in a student may be indicative 
of bullying. Such behavioural changes may include:

• crying at night and having nightmares

• refusing to talk when asked “What’s wrong?”

• having unexplained bruises, cuts or scratches

• an unwillingness or refusal to go to school

• feeling ill in the mornings

• a decline in quality of school work

• becoming withdrawn and lacking confidence

• beginning to bully siblings

• acting unreasonably.

IGS policy

IGS recognises its duty to students to provide a safe 
and positive learning environment where individual 
differences and diversity within the School is respected 
and accepted.

Bullying is not tolerated at IGS.

It is our policy that:

• bullying be managed through a ‘whole-of-School 
community’ approach involving students, staff and 
parents/guardians

• bullying prevention strategies are implemented 
within the School on a continuous basis with a focus 
on teaching age-appropriate skills and strategies to 
empower staff, students and parents/guardians to 
recognise bullying and respond appropriately

• bullying response strategies are tailored to the 
circumstances of each incident

• staff establish positive role models emphasising our 
no-bullying culture

• bullying prevention and intervention strategies are 
reviewed on an annual basis against best practice.

APPENDIX 2Appendix 1: Enrolment policy Appendix 2: Anti-bullying policy
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Bullying prevention strategies

IGS recognises that the implementation of wholeSchool 
prevention strategies is the most effective way of 
eliminating, or at least minimising incidents of bullying 
within our community.

The following initiatives form part of our overall bullying 
prevention strategy and our strategy to create a “no 
bullying” culture within the School:

• a structured curriculum and peer group support 
system, that provides age-appropriate information 
and skills relating to bullying (including cyber 
bullying) and bullying prevention, to students over 
the course of the academic year

• education, training and professional development of 
staff in bullying prevention and response strategies

• regular provision of information to parents/guardians, 
to raise awareness of bullying as a school community 
issue to equip them to recognise signs of bullying, as 
well as to provide them with clear paths for raising 
any concerns they may have relating to bullying 
directly with the School

• promotion of a supportive environment that 
encourages the development of positive relationships 
and communication between staff, students and 
parents/guardians

• promotion of responsible bystander behaviour 
amongst students, staff and parents/guardians

• reporting of incidents of alleged bullying by 
students, bystanders, parents/guardians and 
staff are encouraged, and made easy through the 
establishment of multiple reporting channels  
(as specified below)

• regular risk assessments of bullying within the School 
are undertaken by surveying students to identify 
bullying issues that may ordinarily go unnoticed  
by staff

• records of reported bullying incidents are maintained 
and analysed, in order to identify persistent bullies 
and/or victims and to implement targeted prevention 
strategies where appropriate

• statements supporting bullying prevention are 
included in students’ School diaries

• education of staff, students and parents/guardians on 
health conditions to promote understanding and to 
reduce stigma and fear

• anti-bullying posters are displayed strategically within 
the School

• promotion of student awareness and a ‘no-bullying’ 
environment by participating in events such as the 
National Day of Action Against Bullying and Violence.

Reporting bullying

Students and their parents/guardians are sometimes 
reluctant to pursue bullying incidents, for fear that it will 
only make matters worse.

A key part of the School’s bullying prevention and 
intervention strategy is to encourage reporting of bullying 
incidents as well as providing assurance to students who 
experience bullying (and parents/guardians) that:

• bullying is not tolerated within the School

• their concerns will be taken seriously

• the School has a clear strategy for dealing with 
bullying issues.

Bullying incidents can be advised to the School verbally 
(or in writing) through any of the following avenues:

• informing a trusted teacher

• informing the School psychologist

• informing a student’s head of house

• informing a student’s head of year or head of school

• informing the Deputy Principal or the Principal.

Responding to bullying

Bullying behaviours vary enormously in their extent and 
intent and, as a consequence, each incident needs to be 
dealt with on its facts.

In all circumstances the School:

• takes bullying incidents seriously

• provides assurance to the victim that they are not at 
fault and their confidentiality will be respected

• takes time to properly investigate the facts including 
discussing the incident with the victim, the bully and 
any bystanders

• takes time to understand any concerns of individuals 
involved

• maintains records of reported bullying incidents

• will escalate its response when dealing with 
persistent bullies and/or severe incidents.

APPENDIX 2Appendix 2: Anti-bullying policy

Actions that may be taken when responding to  
bullying include:

• The “Method of Shared Concern” Approach (Pikas)

• The “No Blame” Approach (Maines & Robinson)

These approaches may be used to intervene in group or 
relational bullying situations. They are only appropriate 
during the initial stages. They are not appropriate for 
persistent or severe bullying incidents.

• notification of/consultation with parents/guardians

• offering counselling to persistent bullies/victims

• implementing effective follow up strategies

• disciplinary action, at the Principal’s discretion, 
including suspension and expulsion of persistent 
bullies, or in cases of severe incidents.

Bullying: Other support services

The following support services are available to students 
and staff:

Youth Liaison Officers

Youth Liaison Officers are NSW Police Force members 
who are responsible for administering the Young 
Offenders Act 1997 (NSW). They are responsible for 
delivering cautions, referring children to youth justice 
conferences, and implementing strategies to reduce 
crime by juveniles in the community.

The Youth Liaison Officer allocated to IGS is Constable 
Allison Kachoyan. The Youth Liaison Officer can be 
contacted on (02) 9265 6467.

Other Support Services

IGS also provides access to Counselling Services 
(Student).

Staff responsibilities

All staff are responsible to:

• model appropriate, respectful and supportive 
behaviour at all times

• deal with all reported and observed incidents of 
bullying in accordance with this policy

• ensure that any incident of bullying that they observe 
or is reported to them, is recorded appropriately

• be vigilant in monitoring students that have been 
identified as either persistent bullies or victims

• acknowledge the right of parents/guardians to speak 
with the School if they believe their child is being 
bullied.

Signage

Anti-bullying posters may be posted in strategic locations 
in the School to promote appropriate behaviour and 
encourage students to respect individual differences and 
diversity.

Implementation

This policy is implemented through a combination of:

• staff training

• student and parent/guardian education and 
information

• effective incident reporting procedures

• effective management of bullying incidents when 
reported

• the creation of a ‘no-bullying’ culture within the 
School community

• effective record keeping procedures

• initiation of corrective actions where necessary.

Discipline for breach of policy

• Where a staff member breaches this policy IGS will 
take disciplinary action, including in the case of 
serious breaches.
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